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What is the ‘neighbour effect’? 
Demonstrating the ‘neighbour effect’. 
Testing the ‘neighbour effect’. 
‘Neighbour effect’ in giving.  
What is the ‘neighbour effect’?                                
……… game show provides an ideal laboratory to study 
human decision-making. The rules are well-deﬁned and 
the stakes are high, something that is not easy to replicate 
elsewhere (Barmish & Boston 2009) 
 
(Haigh, 2002; Levitt, 2004; Antonovics et al, 2005; Barmish & 
Boston, 2009, Raghubir & Valenzuela, 2010; Goddard, 
Hylton, Parke & Noh, 2013). 
 
Demonstrating the ‘neighbour effect’…cont’ 
Demonstrating the ‘neighbour effect’…cont’ 
I am the strongest 
link!  





I am the strongest 
link!  
Mwa Ha ha haa 
Demonstrating the ‘neighbour effect’…cont’ 
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Demonstrating the ‘neighbour effect’…cont’ 
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Demonstrating the ‘neighbour effect’…cont’ 
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Demonstrating the ‘neighbour effect’…cont’ 
+ + 

















Expected and Observed Frequencies 
𝞆2(7) = 48.22, p<0.0001 
Exp (+wl)
obs (+wl)
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Demonstrating the ‘neighbour effect’…cont’ 












































Demonstrating the ‘neighbour effect’ 
Does it’s only exist in an 
exclusive environment such as 
the TV game show?  
If the implicit information is 
higher, would the neighbour 
effect still exist?  
Testing the ‘neighbour effect’…cont’ 
n5 n4 n3 n2 n1 V n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 
Testing the ‘neighbour effect’…cont’ 
n5 n4 n3 n2 n1 V n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 
Testing the ‘neighbour effect’…cont’ 
n5 n4 n3 n2 n1 V n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 
Testing the ‘neighbour effect’…cont’ 




















‘Voter-candidate’ spatial distance 
Negative Voting 
𝞆2 (10) =34.11 p < 0.001 
exp nasty
obs nasty




















‘Voter-candidate’ spatial distance 
Negative Voting 
𝞆2 (10) =34.11 p < 0.001 
exp nasty
obs nasty



















‘Voter-candidate’ spatial distance 
Positive Voting 
x2 (10) =15.21 p < 0.001 
exp nice
obs nice



















‘Voter-candidate’ spatial distance 
Positive Voting 
x2 (10) =15.21 p < 0.001 
exp nice
obs nice
Testing the ‘neighbour effect’ 





















'Voter-candidate' spatial distance 
Obs - Positive
Obs - Negative





















'Voter-candidate' spatial distance 
Obs - Positive
Obs - Negative
‘Neighbour effect’ in giving 
Pay it forward 
3 things to remember! 
 
NEIGHBOUR EFFECT exists as a strategic bias in 
decision making probably operating at 
unconscious, implicit level…. 
 
Validation with lecture study has proven that 
the ‘Neighbour Effect’ is NOT AN ARTIFACT 
which exist in a game show. 
 
‘Neighbour Effect’ in a positive environment 
exists as an indication of ALTRUISM! 
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